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Abstract 
Convective transfers mainly determine the energy and mass balances which regulate the 
micro-climate inside a greenhouse. Air fl.ow and temperature patterns induced by natural 
ventilation through greenhouse roof openings are only considered here. Flow visualiza
tions were performed on a half scale test cell simulating the absorption of solar radiation 
at the floor surface of a single-span greenhouse. Temperature and air flow patterns were 
observed in a steady regime i) with. a single sided roof vent and ii) with two symmetrical 
oue. An air inflow always take place at the lower part of the openings and feed a single 
convective loop which follows the walls of the greenhouse before escaping through the 
upper part of the vents. These natural convective patterns were numerically simulated 
by means of a Computational Fluid Dynamic code (CFD 2000TM). It was found that 
the convective cell, velocity values and the temperature profiles were generally in good 
agreement with the experimental results. 
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1 Introduction 
Natural convection in greenhouses determines the inside aerodynamic and thermal pat
terns and the transpiration and photosynthesis rates of the canopy. Natural ventilation 
combines buoyancy and wind effects as driving forces. When the wind is low, the buoy
ancy forces are important. It is the case during day time, when they are crucial for 
greenhouse cooling. Up to now, most studies on natural ventilation were based on global 
air exchange rates deduced from tracer gas measurements which offer no details on in
ternal fiow patterns and temperature profiles (Fernandez and Bailey, 1992; Boulard and 
Draoui, 1995; Kittas et al., 1995). More generally, detailed air motions driven by wind 
or buoyancy effects inside greenhouses remain poorly known. Consequently, most au
thors assume homogeneity for the air (Kindelan, 1980; Kimball, 1986; de Halleux et al., 
1001) and a unique air temperature and velocity are considered in the whole greenhouse 
volume. Recent progress in flow modeling by means of computational fluid dynamics 
programs ( CFD) allows an easier access to vectors and scalars by solving transport equa
tions in closed (Boulard et al., 1997; Lamrani, 1997) and ventilated (Mistriotis et al., 
1997) greenhouses. The accurate experimental investigation of buoyancy effects in a full 
scale greenhouse is a more complicated task because air flows are turbulent even at low 
velocities. This is why few studies were devoted in the past years to internal convective 
loops. Authors mainly consider natural convection generated by local heat sources in a 
closed mono-span greenhouse (Carpenter and Bark, 1967) or natural ventilation by buoy
ancy forces due to a slightly open overhead vent (Gray, 1954). However, these results 
are merely qualitative and do not allow any comparison between experimental data and 
siurnlated results. Steady state conditions with well defined boundary conditions offer 
such an opportunity: as shovvn by laboratory experiments performed on scale structures 
by Nara (1979) and Lamrani (1997). In these conditions, even simple measurements can 
provide useful hints on fl.ow patterns and temperature profiles. The purpose of this paper 
is to provide detailed information about natural ventilation induced by thermal effects 
in a greenhouse equipped with roof vents. It will combine an experimental study in a 
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half-size i:nodel 'scale greenhouse and ;f simulation study by means of a Computational 
Fluid Dynamic: software.· i . · 

2 Material and Methods 
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Figure 1: The half scale greenhouse model 

· 2.1 Experimental set-up 

.- : 

Figure 2: The laser tomography system 
i : 

To generate a steady-state regime, experiments were performed in well· controlled arti
ficial conditions. We focused on a situation characterized by absorption of the largest 
part of 'the incident solar radiation at' soil level. Iri-these conditions·, widely observed in 
gr��nnous�s , the s9il surface is warmer than the roof and t)le walls� These stead. -state 
boun9,ary conditions were created inside a reduced cale greenhouse by electrically heating 
its floor at a constant flux and by cooling its roof and walls a� constant temperature in 
an air-conditioned ooscure hall with large thermal inertia. The' greenhouse was equipped 
with vents on both �oof slopes (.fi,gu�e 1). 

' 

Similitude conditioii.s 
The similitude condition for natural convection between the reduced scale (rs) and a full 
scale (fs) greenhouse is the conservation of the Rayleigh number. The definition of the 
Rayleigh number, Ra, relative to a heated enclosure of dimension 1 and temperature gap 
!:;;,T between the warm and cold surfaces or media is: 

· 

·3 g · /3 · !::::.T · t· Rars = Raf.s = ----
. v ·a 

· '  . . . 

(1) 
Where g is· the gravity constant, f3 the thermal. expansion coefficient, v the Cinematic 
viscosity, and a the thermal diffusivity of air. , ,, . · 

Considering air ·as the fluid medium will then filve the relation between' geO'metric and 
thermal characteristics of the reduce.cl and full-qcale. greenhouses: ' · ·· · · 

IJ ., r:,, i , .. : 
.. 

' ' ' 1 
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As a. two degrees air temperature difference between the inside and the outside of a green
house can be typically observed during summer time, .a difference of si�teen degre!*' V\'._Ould 
then· be 'required in the reduced greenhouse, follo,wing equa,tion 2, to i;ep.roduce the real 
c'onvec,tion pattern without disto"rtion ·in a· half-size model scale greenhouse (.�'$ � 2). 

' 1. t1 
I .1 • 

l'.S 

The !,"educed scale greenhbus'e . 
The reduced scale mono-s}'.>an greenhouse was 2.2 m wide, 2 m high and L5 m long (fig

� ure 1). Ari heating film covered the floor and provided, at full power ( 300 W:m-2), 
· thermal· conditions consistent '� ith a scale factor of 0.57. The roof slopes were covered ' ' witli a polyethylene film: ·to minimize the absorption of the radiative heating from the 

· fioor. To imitate physical conditions occurring in a long greenhouse and to prevent; three 
dimensional fiow patterns, the side ·walls· and gables were thermally insulated by: means 
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of 6 rinn double wall, polycarbonate sh:eet covered, by 5 crn d9se� cell polystyrene foam. 
Two continuous vents (1.5 m length x 0.65 m width) could tilt the 10wer.,�alfof the roof 
slopes from the level of the gutter on both sides (figure 1), up to the horizontal position 
(H, the opening height = 0.38 m) . 

,,. \ .  

Temperature measurements 

i. ' . • � 
. - ' 1" ... ) 

Air and surfaces temperatures in the model greenhouse were measured by means of very 
thin thermocouples (</> = 0.2 mm) placed along a grid with a 20 cm x 25 cm mesh. The 
density was increased near the vent openings, the walls, the floor and the roof. All to
gether, 44 probes were used· for air temperatures, and 6 probes for surface temperatures. 
In addition, we designed two special combs featuring five thin (1> = 0.2 mm) thermocou
ples with a 2 cm spacing, to investigate air temperature patterns in the vicinity of the 
·wall surfaces and in the vent opening. All the data wer� sample\{ q,,t a frequency of 1 Hz, 
then averaged and recorded in two data loggers before J:>eing processed. 

Air flow characterization 
Direct visualization techniques by laser tomography, which are non intrusive methods, 
have been used to map out ft.ow fields. The experimental set-up is' shown in figure 2. The 
Laser beam produced by. an Argon Laser is enlarged in two-dimensions by means of lens . l , • • 

in order to obtain a laser sheet. The laser light reflected by· the oil-droplets produced 
· i>v <\, su10ke generator reveals a, cornplete picture of the flow. Though quanti�ative data 

ca.n be extracted from these pictures using image processiµg, most of our observations 
were purelv qualitative. The quantitative flow me.asurements in the central vertic:al plane 
of the gre�nhouse were d.etermined using an other method: a unidirectional hot wire 
anemometer (Dantec F low-master) . The yelocity sensor was mounted on a long (2.5 m) 

and thin metallic rod ( ¢ = 0.8 cm) , allowing XV-displacements for the investigation of the 
entire vertical central plane of the greenhouse without disturbing of the flow. For each 
position along the grid, the average vertical and horizontal v,elocity components were 
·successively measured durin,g periods of two minutes and recorded by ·a speCific software. .. ' , I 

· 2.2 Simulations 
Numerical computation 
The Bernoulli's relation, widely used to evaluate the overall ventilation rate of green
lwi.rnes, don't allow for the determination of the climate spatial heterogeneity. 

A numerical resolution of the conservative equations of mass, momentum and energy 
is necessary to ha�e access to the distributed climate. A commercial Computational 
Fluid Dyn9-mic software was u&ed: CFD2000™. It uses a finite volumes code, the PISO 
numeri'caffu�thod (Issa 1985) to solve the set of transport equations. : · 

As in a 3 m high greenhouse the flow' is turbulent when the temperature difference 
between the soil and the roof is greater than 0.1 °C, a standard two equations k- t model 

, "- a.ssumiug isotropic turbulence was cho�ep. to describe the turbulent transports. This mod
(-ding of turbulence was preferentially sel_ected for this application as it is a compromise 
bl�tweeu level of sophistication and computational efficiency (Jones and Whittle, 1992). 

f •, -� l • ) • # " ; �- I • f , •I '. 1' · .. .  ! . !' '·Me�h 'and boundary cort<li."tions · · , . '· .. . , , . , 
·;'To liinit'bur'dontrol volume · arbund the modebscale,greenhouse1 we have c:P,9,se,n pres�mre

type boundary conditions around ·the greenh,ouse, Tb,ese ·boµn,qary coq.di�ion� prescribed 
fixed pressure and temperature conditions at the limits of the computational domain 
and the inlet and outlet speeds are. automatically cyn:ipµ.tec,i to satisfy the continuity. 
Imposed temperature conditions (equivalent tq the measured values) are �pplied at floor 
and roof levels and adiabatic conditions are selected for tlrn walls in order to simulate 
their insulation by polystyrene foam. Body ,fitted irregular Cart1esian meshes was used to 
c:otifonn the grid exactly to the contours of the boundary conditions. The driving forces of 
uatural convection are buoyancy forces arising from small temperature differences within 

· the fiuw according to the Boussinesq' hypothesis. 
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3 Results 
3.1 Speed and temperature fields measurement 
Single sided roof opening 
The pattern of mean air flows, as measured by hot wire anemometry, is shown in figure 3. 
The air fiovv is characterized by a strong recirculation rate with a rotating air loop showing 
the highest speed values at the opening (0.4 ms-1 ) and along the walls (0.3 ms-1) . Still 
air conditions prevail in the center of the greenhouse. The corresponding air temperature 
pattern is shown in figure 5. From the floor surface up, the temperature decreases by 
abput 20 degrees in the first 5 cm, and then remains almost unchanged over the whole 
height of the inner volume, before decreasing slightly again in the last 25 cm below the 
roof surface. The main temperature gradients are localized along the walls and gusts of 
cold air from the outside flow around the lower edge of the roof ope11ing and trickle down 
the side, wall, before being warmed up at the floor level. On the opposite side, gusts of 
warm air coming from the floor rise along the adiabatic left-wall and sweep the roof where 
the:v cool down, before escaping from the greenhouse through the upper part of the vent. 

Two sided ventilation 
The pattern of average air flows for a similar Raleigh nurpper is shown in figure 7. Despite 
the symmetrical position of the two vents, the air motit>ll was characterized by a single 
rotating air loop which breaks this symmetry. Air from the outside enters through the 
lo-.ver part of the right opening and, for a weaker part, through the lower part of the left 
opening. The inner ah loop separates into two parts, one part leaving the greenhouse 
through the upper part of the left opening, while the major part lFeeps rotating before 
e�caping in part through the upp�r part of the right side openini." As previoilsly, the 
highest air speed are observed in the vent opening (up to 0.27 .ms-1 in the right side 
vent) and along the walls, with stagnant conditions in the core of the greenhouse. The 
corresponding air temperature pattern is shown in figure, 9. - ir tc:mperatur decreases 
by about 19 degree$ (on the left side) in 'the fii.:st 5 cm a:bove_tpe heating floor, and then 
remains almost unchanged over the whole 'height of the vol,um'e. G!>$tS of cold air flowing 
in the greenhouse through the lower part of the right sid.ei OR�ning::are then warmed up 
at the floor level. Contrary to the case of a single opening, there is clearly an inflow of 
cold air coming from the outside through the left vent whi�h cools down the fl.ow. 

3.2 Numerical results 
Single sided roof opening 
Calculation with the CFD software were performed using a 62x56 grid with a refinement 
of the mesh along the walls. The thermal boundary conditions, were imposed surface 
temperature corresponding to the values which -.vere, measured in theexperiments. Fig
nres 4 and 6 show calculated air flows and isotherms.' As in the experiment velocity vectors 
show that an essentially single circulation pattern prevails with the highest speeds along 
the walls and "the lowest in"the core of the cavity and in' the corners between the floor or 
the roof and th� 'i\falls. The order of magnitude of the air speed vectors '1s, a'.lso similar 
to the _ _qJ;�.$.erved values ( ��.'. 8 _J1gainst 19 cm/ s from 40 _ _ ql'?} of the �floo_r}, _.'.Temperatures 
contours (figure 6) display also absolute values and a distribution which. is very similar to 
the measured field. 

· - · · 
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Two sided ventilation ' 
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'· single roof-vent: Ra= 6.6 · 106 

A 78x52' grid with a refinement of the mesh along tb'e walls was chosen' for the case with 
two opellings. The thermal boundary conditions '*ere' also chosen to be similar to the 
<�xperimental ones. · Calculated air flow and temperature patterns are shown in figures 8 
and 10. As in the experiment and despite the symmetrical position of the two vents, the 
air motion is characterize<;l by a single rotating air loop. More generall};, we can observe 
that both the teclperatur� contours and the flow patterns display· a distribution which is 
similar to the measur�d fields. 
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4 Conclusion 
The air flow and temperature patterns generated by ventilation by buoyancy forces were 
experimentally studied in a half scale mono span greenhouse with a moderate tempera
t.nn� differences between a heating floor, simulating the absorption of solar radiation, and 
outside air. The air flow and temperature fields were studied by means of techniques com
bining temperature measurements, using thermocouples, and flow visualization by laser 
tomography and measurements by hot wire anemometer. A commercial CFD software 
with finite elements schemes and standard k - E turbulent model; CFD2000TM was also 
nsed to simulate the air flow and temperature patterns generated by buoyancy forces with 
exa<.:tly the same boundary conditions than in the experimental ones. 

For a single-sided roof opening, the air motion is characterized by a single air loop 
with high air speed along the floor, walls an roof and still conditions in the core of the 
greenhouse. The air flows in the lower part of the vent opening and flows out through 
the upper part of the same vent opening. For a two-sided ventilation, the flow pattern 
ahvays exhibited a single loop and outside air came in through the lower part of the two 
vents and flows out through their upper part. In both cases, the thermal boundary layer 
only extend over a small distance (5 to 6 cm) whereas velocity gradient extended much 
farther, 50 cm away from the walls. 

When compared to the classical approaches of ventilation phenomena based on the 
hypothesis of homogeneity of the inside air, these new experimental and simulation ap
proaches allow to determine the spatial heterogeneity of both vector and scalar fields. It 
is a first step toward the determination of the climate distribution at the plant level and 
it is planned, in a near future, to study the influence of plants on the flow field and to 
simulate it by means of the porous medium approach. 
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